Task for Amy and Louis
Clues about Amy and Louis’s special friendship
Page of
the book
Front
cover

Clues in the pictures

What this shows us

- facing each other
- sitting close enough to
touch
- both looking at what
Louis is holding
- Amy is showing she is
listening and interested
- playing with the same
thing
- sitting same way, but
opposite, like in a mirror

- they are close
- they are interested in the
same things and each
other
- they listen to and show
respect to each other
- they are equals
- they are like a reflection
of each other

Page 1

-

- They did things together
- They imagined things
together
- They are equals

Page 2

- same size
- lying close
- playing same pretend
game

dressed same
same size
standing close
playing same pretend
game

Clues in the words

What this shows us

- Amy and Louis, they
- As high as the sky, deep
enough to bury bears,
magical creatures

- They did things together
- They imagined things
together
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Page 3

- facing each other even
- They can do different
though on facing pages,
things but still be friends.
far away
- Looks like he is flying to
- the lines of his body point
her.
to Amy

Page 4

Page 5

- facing each other even
though on facing pages,
far away
- Amy’s body shows she is
walking to Louis and their
legs are like in a mirror
again

- Amy was in the sandpit
and Louis was on the
swing (same pattern used
to tell us in different
places)
- She called to him
- special word

- They are individuals
who are sometimes
different but still the
same in some ways.
- She wanted to play with
him.
- They have a special
signal.

- Louis always came

- Amy could trust/ rely on
him

- Louis was in the dressingup corner and Amy was
with the playdough
- (same pattern used to tell
us in different places)
- He called to her
- same special word

- They go to the same
kindy/ school so see
each other often.
They are sometimes
different but still the
same in some ways.
- He wanted to play with
her.
- They have a special
signal.
- Amy could trust/ rely on
her

Page 6

- Amy always…

Comparing - Words and pictures
pages
- The pattern of pages 5 and 6 is like a mirror of pages 3
3 and 4
and 4.
with pages
5 and 6.

- What this shows us
- They are equals, like reflections of each other. It’s not
one boss/leader and the other follows. Both want to
friends
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Pages 7 &
8

- Both pictures show Amy
and Louis facing each
other with one child
coming to the other.
- The two pictures are like
opposites/ mirror of each
other.
Pages 9/10 - The pictures don’t have
and 11/12
very much colour. Only
Louis and Amy.
- Amy and Louis are not on
the same page.
- They are still facing each
other.

- They want to be/play
together.
- They are equals.

- they were at home
- They live next door so
- called to each other across
see each other a lot.
the fence
They both want to play
- one of them
together. They are
- soon come
equal. They share things
- secrets to share
just between them.

- The colour and fun has
gone from the lives. They
were sad and bored.
- They have been
separated and are far
apart.
- They still want to be
friends.

-

Only Amy’s name is there.
a long, long way away
next page
… to the other side of the
world

- They have been
separated.
- They are far apart.
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